INTRO Good evening, I am your host Karen Hudes in this series on the Network of Global
Corporate Control. . Thanks to DCTV and Carmen Stanley, Studio Producer and Director,
Maurice Jackson on Audio and Prompter, and Delores Harris, floor director.
Today's show is being broadcast live and is called "Coming About". So let me show you how
as skipper I pushed the tiller to come about for the Global Currency Reset in a show that
was taped on June 30, 2015, and aired two weeks later
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4cvC3PU2JU from 00:17 to 5:24
Ever since the show, I have been waiting for the wind to pick up. What is the wind? The
people demanding an end to the corruption in paper currencies in a Global Currency Reset.
We are on a one way street to the Global Currency Reset. Once you have seen a difference
between reality and propaganda, there is no way to undo that realization.
As the skipper of the boat, I want to show you what is happening in the world now that we
are coming about. This series about the Banking Cartel has been on the air for one and a
half years. I called the series the "Network of Global Corporate Control" because that is the
name that three mathematicians at the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,
Switzerland gave in 2011 to the group of central bankers and 43,000 other companies on
the stock markets http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf
Why do I say that I am the skipper? That is because I am the one who votes the 17% shares
for the US on the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF until the US Constitution
of 1789 goes back into effect.

The New York, Tokyo and Washington embassies have not contradicted the press releases
and the other statements that I am publishing over the internet on their behalf.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter11.5.16.3.pdf
You have seen how I cleared the March 3, 2015 press release on the Global Currency Reset
that Presswire deleted this week.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt11.9.16.pdf
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General Dunford has broken many of the links on my social media. I just checked the
comments on the links that I published on YouTube. One comment said,
Tiff2 hours ago
This is not the first time she's giving links that cannot be found.
Karen Hudes
That is because they are being obscured. This is evidence that the Banking Cartel exists.
Just say which links are broken and I will publish them. DUH!
General Dunford's treason is fully exposed. Yesterday I exposed
Ashton Carter's corruption for good measure. This was after I
uploaded a screenshot showing how the election of Donald Trump
was invalid because the US Congress secretly suspended the
Constitution of 1789. There has been some pushback, but many
more people are now catching on:
EricSteeleLive @EricSteeleLive
@KarenHudes what difference does the Electoral College make if he's won the popular vote
though he's won both is that not correct?
.@EricSteeleLive When primaries were a scam? All the difference because we are in
interregnum instead of dictatorship and landing in WWIII.
Here is a comment that YouTube refused to post
DragonflyArtz1
So what about Obama and Bush and all of the other Presidents that have been elected and
served full terms? It seems to me they don't care about any of this Interregnum and are just
going along with "business as usual". What is it going to take to get things back on track?
Reply
Karen: Good question. I have already made sure that things are going back on track by
letting Germany and Japan's Defense Attachés know that their defense depends on Federal
Reserve Notes getting replaced. And in turn, Japan and German people are holding hands
with Americans so that we can all do this heavy lifting.
Today there has been a story in Zero Hedge that is giving the misimpression that Donald
Trump will prevent WWIII. Yes, we know from the very accurate National War College that
preventing WWIII requires that we clean up corruption in the financial system. This
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depends on the Coalition for the Rule of Law, that is all of the people working together to
access their monetary gold reserves in the Global Debt Facility and replace corrupt paper
currencies and the corrupt politicians that are bribed to keep the Banking Cartel in place .
This means that the US Constitution of 1789 has to go back into effect, and the Federal
Reserve Notes have to be replaced.
In the meantime, journalists who give the misimpression that Donald Trump will keep us
out of WWIII, or prevent the Banking Cartel from stealing our pensions, are being placed in
the spotlight, as happened to yesterday.
Hollywood Hogan @HollyAnswers 1h1 hour ago
Putin And Trump Hold Phone Conversation, Agree To Normalize Relations

I am the canary in the coal mine. For our foreign viewers, who do not know
what this statement means
When exposed to toxic gases, canaries suffer ill effects and die sooner than humans do.
That’s why coalminers used to bring caged canaries into the mines with them. If the
canaries became sick or died, this was a sign that something was seriously amiss and that
the miners needed to get out. The practice was phased out, but the phrase canary in the
coal mine lives as a metaphor for any warning of serious danger to come.

The story about Trump and Putin is simply theatrics.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-09/putin-congratulates-trump-says-russiaready-restore-relations-us#comment-8420639
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@KarenHudes
How do I know this? First of all, because Donald Trump is not disclosing that the Banking
Cartel replaced the US Constitution of 1789 when Revolutionary War debts fell due, or that
the US Congress has been allowing the Banking Cartel to steal the titles to property by using
war powers against the people. Vladimir Putin is betraying the people of Russia, by not
accepting the monetary gold reserves of Russia that are on offer. I have commented that
the reality is that Japan and Germany are part of the Coalition for the Rule of Law that is
predicted by the power transition model from the US war college. The people who have
been following this story on the internet are also part of the coalition for the rule of law.
The Network of Global Corporate Control is exposed.
Yesterday I uploaded on YouTube a screenshot showing how I contacted Japan's and
Germany's Military Attachés. The US is going to replace unconstitutional Federal Reserve
Notes for the US monetary gold reserves in the Global Debt Facility, with 90-95%
likelihood, as shown by the accurate power transition model that came to the World Bank
from the National War College of the US Department of Defense. What I told Ashton
Carter is that the United States is honoring its treaty obligations to Germany and Japan.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff and Ashton Carter are silent in the face of these serious charges
that they are corrupt. This is because they have been caught red-handed.
The UN troops are not welcome in the US; there has been no consent for their deployment
in the US because the Network of Global Corporate Control has no authority. How could a
corporation be the United States? The United States is in interregnum.

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes Nov 12
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The Philippines Government is a corporation that is part of the Banking Cartel:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter11.12.16.1.pdf
Jonathanfavor asked me what was the basis of my conclusion that Duterte was on the other
side. Then I had to find where the Philippines Government was listed on the stock
exchange as a corporation. After an hour, I found it:
.@jonathanfavor apologies accepted -- I found it and there were no apologies:

This is my second comment. YouTube removed the first. All the countries of the world are
in the Global Currency Reset https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.25.15.1.pdf
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to replace paper money with the gold aurum.
http://www.peakprosperity.com/podcast/84359/new-way-hold-gold
I accused General Joseph Dunford, Jr., Chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, of treason after he
was caught red-handed trying to steal the world's assets in the Global Debt Facility and he
claimed that he was entitled to be a military dictator and govern the United States. Instead,
this past week I showed how the Chinese asked me to steal the world's wealth for them and
how a CIA crook threatened to sue me if I didn't allow him to go before the Euroclear bank
screens. I publish these teleprompters, and you can view these documents here:
Karen Hudes @KarenHudes Nov 10
I am one of the 7 persons authorized to go before banking screens
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter11.10.16.1.pdf
People have been very active in my Twitter account in the past couple of days; I made a
series of very hard hitting tweets in the run-up to the election, and people have been
responding: here's one example:

People are awakening despite being hard for some to get out of the matrix
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter11.12.16.pdf … pic.twitter.com/Olzk2HbEs8

http://www.truedemocracy.net/td-30/15.html

As I have been telling you, all of humanity is united in this effort to get out from under the
Banking Cartel. We are reflected in all other men; all other men are embodied in us:
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I have been trying to respond to constructive criticism, from people giving me pointers to
improve my broadcasts. One critic asked me to be sure to tell people what they should do to
help out: What do people need to do? Stay tuned into the global currency reset, where we
are replacing paper currency for currency out of gold and local currency, by:






forming small groups,
paying attention to what is really going on by tuning out of the mainstream media, and
developing your own channels of communication
learning to think critically and helping others to think straight
making sure your local areas (villages and towns) have local currencies, and
holding your local officials accountable.
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OUTTRO Thank you for listening to another segment of "The Network of Global
Corporate Control." Today's segment is about coming about. I am your skipper,
accountable to you, and we are all responsible for doing our part in the Global
Currency Reset so that we stay out of WWIII. Until next week, I am your host, Karen
Hudes.

IF THERE IS TIME: The reason many of my posts are so long-winded is because
decisions are being taken in a decentralized way, and I am showing you where the
dialogue is. The fact is that nearly all wealth is owned in the Global Debt Facility, and all
of humanity has to clean up the corruption and establish decentralized institutions that
are accountable. We will take things slowly until the corruption is cleaned up. We will
communicate among each other until we are satisfied that things are proceeding in a
decentralized fashion. We are all accountable.
Michael Crichton was a great whistle-blower. Unfortunately the national media refused to
report his findings to the world at large. large. In 2003 Michael Crichton wrote:
The greatest challenge facing mankind is the
challenge of distinguishing reality from fantasy, truth
from propaganda.
... We must daily decide whether the threats we face
are real, whether the solutions we are offered will do
any good, whether the problems we're told exist are
in fact real problems, or non-problems.
Michael Crichton, 2003
This comes from a book seen to the left, translated
from the German, Die kalte Sonne
by Pierre and Doris Gosselin. It can be found at the following link:
The Neglected Sun: Why the Sun Precludes Climate ... - Lustia Project
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8
&ved=0ahUKEwjLlqXrp_jNAhVM6yYKHZPyAIUQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Flustia
g.pp.fi%2Fdata%2Fpdf%2Fbks%2F2013_vahrt_neglsun.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEDyMeftZiyphJ
wr4qjwabXgWHw2Q&sig2=8pLMRPF9d5_R_4x-gQ3PmA&bvm=bv.127178174,d.eWE>
lustiag.pp.fi/data/pdf/bks/2013_vahrt_neglsun.pdf
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US college campuses are threatened with the loss of millions of dollars in climate funding
should they allow their students and faculty attend seminars on the theory of climate cycles
by true climate professionals. Why are NOAA and the United Nations so fearful about the
topic "Climate Cycles"?
By Prof. James F. Tracy: Consider the coverups of election fraud in 2000 and 2004, the
events of September 11, 2001, the invasions Afghanistan and Iraq, the destabilization of
Syria, and the creation of “ISIS.” These are among the most significant events in recent
world history, and yet they are also those much of the American public is wholly ignorant
of. In an era where information and communication technologies are ubiquitous,
prompting many to harbor the illusion of being well-informed, one must ask why this
condition persists.

globalresearch.ca Global Research, August 28, 2015 Copyright © Prof. James F. Tracy,
Global Research, 2015
The CIA and the Media: 50 Facts the World Needs to Know
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-cia-and-the-media-50-facts-the-worldneeds-to-know/5471956
By Prof. James F. Tracy
Since the end of World War Two the Central Intelligence Agency has been a major force in
US and foreign news media, exerting considerable influence over what the public sees,
hears and reads on a regular basis. CIA publicists and journalists alike will assert they
have few, if any, relationships, yet the seldom acknowledged history of their intimate
collaboration indicates a far different story–indeed, one that media historians are
reluctant to examine. When seriously practiced, the journalistic profession involves
gathering information concerning individuals, locales, events, and issues. In theory such
information informs people about their world, thereby strengthening “democracy.” This is
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exactly the reason why news organizations and individual journalists are tapped as assets
by intelligence agencies and, as the experiences of German journalist Udo Ulfkotte (entry 47
below) suggest, this practice is at least as widespread today as it was at the height of the
Cold War.
Consider the coverups of election fraud in 2000 and 2004, the events of
September 11, 2001, the invasions Afghanistan and Iraq, the destabilization of
Syria, and the creation of “ISIS.” These are among the most significant events
in recent world history, and yet they are also those much of the American
public is wholly ignorant of. In an era where information and communication
technologies are ubiquitous, prompting many to harbor the illusion of being well-informed,
one must ask why this condition persists.
Further, why do prominent US journalists routinely fail to question other deep events that
shape America’s tragic history over the past half century, such as the political assassinations
of the 1960s, or the central role played by the CIA major role in international drug
trafficking?
Popular and academic commentators have suggested various reasons for the almost
universal failure of mainstream journalism in these areas, including newsroom sociology,
advertising pressure, monopoly ownership, news organizations’ heavy reliance on “official”
sources, and journalists’ simple quest for career advancement. There is also, no doubt, the
influence of professional public relations maneuvers. Yet such a broad conspiracy of silence
suggests another province of deception examined far too infrequently—specifically the CIA
and similar intelligence agencies’ continued involvement in the news media to mold
thought and opinion in ways scarcely imagined by the lay public.
http://www.wikihow.com/Deal-With-a-Liar
https://nobullying.com/compulsive-liar/
What I tweeted https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter7.27.16.1.pdf 9 days before I
was attacked pic.twitter.com/U5hZhGcqeP
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Michael Crichton was a great whistle-blower. Unfortunately the national media refused to report
his findings to the world at large. large. This author wrote the following in 2003:

The greatest challenge facing mankind is the challenge of
distinguishing reality from fantasy, truth from propaganda.
... We must daily decide whether the threats we face are
real, whether the solutions we are offered will do any
good, whether the problems we're told exist are in fact
real problems, or non-problems.
Michael Crichton, 2003
This comes from a book seen to the left, translated from
the German, Die kalte Sonne
by Pierre and Doris Gosselin. It can be found at the
following link:
The Neglected Sun: Why the Sun Precludes Climate ... - Lustia Project
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=
0ahUKEwjLlqXrp_jNAhVM6yYKHZPyAIUQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Flustiag.pp.fi%2Fdat
a%2Fpdf%2Fbks%2F2013_vahrt_neglsun.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEDyMeftZiyphJwr4qjwabXgWHw2
Q&sig2=8pLMRPF9d5_R_4x-gQ3PmA&bvm=bv.127178174,d.eWE>
lustiag.pp.fi/data/pdf/bks/2013_vahrt_neglsun.pdf

US college campuses are threatened with the loss of millions of dollars in climate funding
should they allow their students and faculty attend seminars on the theory of climate cycles
by true climate professionals. Why are NOAA and the United Nations so fearful about the
topic "Climate Cycles"?
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